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Résumé de l'article

Cet article examine la conception de l'histoire du platonisme qui se détache de l'Examen vanitatis de Gianfrancesco Pico della Mirandola. Il analyse les sources et les méthodes utilisées par Gianfrancesco pour comprendre l'histoire de la philosophie — critique généalogique des sources, analyse historiographique et histoire comparée — et soutient que son Examen vanitatis est façonné par l'apologétique chrétienne anti-platonicienne. Il démontre qu'en s'intéressant de près aux interprétations que Marsilio Ficino et son oncle Giovanni Pico ont proposées de l'œuvre de Platon et son histoire, et en replaçant ces dernières dans le contexte plus large de l'histoire du platonisme, Gianfrancisco Pico a participé à une entreprise plus vaste qui visait à tourner la page, voire à refermer entièrement le livre de ce chapitre du Quattrocento. Bien que ni Ficino ni Gianfrancesco ne trouvent un accord universel parmi les anciens platoniciens, Ficino revisite cette période comme l'histoire d'une enquête herméneutique qui aurait inexorablement lié le platonisme au christianisme, tandis que Gianfrancesco l'interprète comme une série de mensonges et de désaccords qui auraient à l'inverse menacé le christianisme. En essayant de protéger l'histoire sacrée, Gianfrancesco Pico a fini par contribuer à développer les outils qui serviront à la critiquer.
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This article considers Gianfrancesco Pico della Mirandola’s understanding of the history of Platonism in his Examen vanitatis. It analyzes his sources and methods for understanding the history of philosophy—genealogical source criticism, historiographical analysis, and comparative history—and argues that his approach is shaped by anti-Platonic Christian apologetics. It documents how Gianfrancesco Pico closely studies Marsilio Ficino’s and his uncle Giovanni Pico’s understandings of Platonism and its history, and how his contextualization of their work within the broader history of Platonism is part of a larger endeavour to turn the page and even close the book on this chapter of the Quattrocento. Although neither Ficino nor Gianfrancesco finds universal agreement among ancient Platonists, Ficino explains their history as one of inquiry and interpretation, in which Platonism and Christianity are inexorably united, whereas Gianfrancesco characterizes it as a history of lies and disagreements that threaten Christianity. In trying to protect sacred history, Gianfrancesco Pico helped develop the tools that would eventually critique it.

"But once the Socratic son of Ariston, Plato, already famous for eloquence and wisdom, had followers, they no longer called themselves Socratics but Platonists. They were so many and so renowned that they established their
In his *Examen vanitatis*, Gianfrancesco Pico della Mirandola (1469–1533) traces the history of ancient philosophy according to one of his preferred methods, arguing *per species*, following his subject’s roots to its trunk, limbs, and branches, to examine whether the multiplication of sects of philosophy forms a coherent body. Gianfrancesco’s historical method is a type of twisted genealogical criticism. If Plato was a disciple of Socrates—a *Socraticus*—why were his disciples known as Platonists instead of continuing the family name of Socrates? Gianfrancesco reasons that just as the followers of Plato were known as Platonists, so the followers of Aristotle, himself a disciple of Plato, were known by a different name: the Peripatetics. Would this also make Aristotle a *Platonicus* or even a *Socraticus*? Are the numerous Academies different species within the same genus or different families altogether? With his introductory comments on the history of Platonism, Gianfrancesco Pico is not simply correcting the nomenclature of the Hellenistic schools of philosophy. Rather, he is identifying Platonism as one of the most prolific schools in the history of philosophy, and he takes an axe to the ancient Academies in order to destroy what survives of them in his day.

His uncle Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463–94) had also questioned the boundary markers separating ancient schools, but with the different goal of overcoming philosophical sectarianism. This information is not new. Ever since Charles B. Schmitt, scholars have noted in Gianfrancesco’s work his tendency to distance himself from his uncle’s goal of establishing philosophical concord. The younger Pico, conversely, sought to reveal the discord at the heart of all ancient philosophy. Most research on Gianfrancesco’s philosophical writings has focused on his studies of either Aristotle or scepticism, but he was

---


certainly also a close reader of Plato and later Platonists. On this topic, Schmitt has argued that although Gianfrancesco is not a Platonist, he adopts "a certain sympathy for Plato" to bolster his critique of Aristotle. Yet to criticize Aristotle does not immediately place the critic in the camp of Plato, and to study Platonic works does not necessarily make the student a Platonist. Inspecting the extant sources for the history of the Platonic Academies, Gianfrancesco produces one of the most thorough examinations of the history of Platonism of his day. To be more precise, Gianfrancesco closely studies Marsilio Ficino's (1433–99) understanding of Platonism and its history, and evaluates it against the extant sources about the ancient Academies. His contextualization of Ficino and his uncle's Platonisms within the broader history of Platonism is part of a larger endeavour to turn the page and even close the book on this chapter of the Quattrocento. However, in critiquing the history of Platonism, Gianfrancesco Pico leaves the door open to similar criticism of sacred history.

Shortly after the passage cited above, Gianfrancesco resumes his history of philosophy and repeats the old adage that Aristotle's own school came to be known as Peripatetic since he used to teach while walking with his students in the Lyceum. With a new school came a new style of philosophy. Although born from Platonism, Peripatetic philosophy was unlike it. Gianfrancesco, however, lingers on the point that Aristotle and Plato do in fact share a similarity insofar as they are equally obscure, albeit in different ways. Plato's style confuses all sorts of topics in his dialogues and mixes the use of fables and myths, while Aristotle's style resembles the behaviour of a cuttlefish that sprays ink to hide from readers approaching his work. Contrary to the harmonizing hermeneutics

4. Granada, for instance, argues that Gianfrancesco took up Savonarola’s call to arms against humanism and ancient philosophy, picked up the weapons of Sextus Empiricus, and sent a few salvos in the direction of Ficino and Giovanni Pico’s Platonisms (“Apologétique platonicienne et apologétique sceptique,” 11–47).
of his uncle, Gianfrancesco Pico concludes that the two philosophers are otherwise in fundamental disagreement.

Having described the confused origins of the divisions of ancient philosophical sects in Athens, Gianfrancesco returns to the history of Plato’s Academy:

After Plato’s death either Speusippus, or as others claim Xenocrates, kept his school. At any rate Xenocrates either taught first or second after Plato in the Academic estate, whence the Academics are said to have afterwards been divided into many families: two according to Cicero; Lactantius cites an old and a new Academy; and Seneca also in the last book of his *Quaestiones naturales* mentions old and new Academies, and others refer to many more. Having read and studied diverse sources I discovered (unless I’m mistaken) nine sects of Platonists, designated with the name of the same estate: 1) the first Academy was Plato’s and his disciples’ and students’, in which Xenocrates especially flourished, and has permanent fame; 2) the second, which is also called the middle Academy, was headed by Arcesilaus, the pupil of Polemon; 3) the third Academy received the name the new Academy and had Carneades and Clitomachus as its leaders; 4) there is mention of a fourth Academy, which flourished under Philo and Charmides; 5) the origins of the fifth refer to Antiochus; 6) there is another with the name of the Egyptian Academy, whose founder was Ammonius; 7) another which is known as the Roman or Italian Academy that sprang up with the authority of Plotinus; 8) the Academy was also carried into Lycia by Proclus; 9) and I add (if it pleases the Platonists) that Iamblichus either built or embellished an Academy. Although I don’t ignore the fact that this history was formerly written differently, yet I also know that the authors to which one ought to refer for this Platonic succession do not entirely agree, since Diogenes Laertius says one thing, Numenius and Eusebius something else, and Lactantius again otherwise, Augustine something else, others put things in a different manner, Sextus Empiricus again says something else, and Cicero says something else when he doesn’t make Aristotle dissent in essence from the old Academy.
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and also unites it to the new Academy, which he gives to Arcesilaus, and says with reason that Carneades remained in the same Academy, which is openly negated by others, as will be made clear further on. 6

The point of Gianfrancesco Pico’s history of nine Platonic Academies is that it is not only the ancient philosophers who disagree among themselves; the source texts for the history of ancient philosophy also contradict each other. In other words, Gianfrancesco criticizes the sources for ancient historiography even more than the arguments of ancient philosophers. Unlike the linear continuity of ancient Christianity, he believes, the ancient traditions of philosophy are broken and confused.

In addition to the principal Latin sources available to earlier generations for understanding the history of Platonism—Cicero’s Academica, and Augustine’s Contra Academicos and Lactantius’ Divinae institutiones (both largely influenced by Cicero’s works)—the Quattrocento chiefly benefited from the Latin translations of two Greek doxographical sources: Ambrogio Traversari’s (1386–1439) translation of Diogenes Laertius, and George of Trebizond’s (1395–1473) translation of Eusebius’s Praeparatio evangelica. 7


Cicero’s *Academica* was foundational for understanding the history of Plato’s famed school. Even though it was available during the Middle Ages, it did not receive the same attention as it did during the Renaissance, and despite Lactantius and especially Augustine’s influence in the Middle Ages, few writers of the period paid the same attention to Academic scepticism and the history of Platonism.⁸

Beyond these older Latin sources and more recent Greek texts (and their Latin translations), Gianfrancesco also exploits the newest sources at his disposal, Sextus Empiricus’s *Pyrrhoniae hypotyposes* and *Adversus mathematicos*, which were known but not widely popular in the Quattrocento. Scepticism provides Gianfrancesco not only with a formal method for critiquing other ancient schools of philosophy but also with the very subject matter of his history of philosophy: disagreement and dissent.⁹ In fact, scepticism’s own history is also fraught with confusion with Platonism. First, the origins of the supposed founder of Pyrrhonism are clouded in historical fog. Second, under Arcesilaus (a student of both Peripatetic and Platonic schools) the Academy is said to have turned to scepticism, which establishes for Gianfrancesco possible origins for scepticism in Socratic ignorance. Arcesilaus, too, is problematic since the sources disagree on whether or not his scepticism is identical either to Platonism or to Pyrrhonism. In essence, Gianfrancesco contends that the

---


partition of philosophy into what scholars typically call the Hellenistic schools largely originated and developed in the violent and divisive history of Platonism itself.

Gianfrancesco is kind enough to list for his readers some of his sources (Diogenes Laertius, Sextus Empiricus, Cicero, Seneca, Augustine, Lactantius, Eusebius, and Numenius) but he leaves out one of the most important authors who informed his hermeneutical framework for interpreting the history of Platonism: Marsilio Ficino. That Gianfrancesco’s history of Platonism uses Ficino as a point of departure is clear from a brief comparison with Ficino’s explanation of the succession of Platonic Academies in book 17 of his Platonic Theology.

Book 17 of the Platonic Theology neither resembles a modern history nor is akin to humanistic historia. Rather, it is Ficino’s philosophical investigation into the various interpretations of Plato’s writings, specifically regarding the question of the soul’s relationship to the body. Although Ficino distinguishes the Academies according to chronological succession and geographical location, his dominant principles of organization are philosophical and exegetical hermeneutics, insofar as he assigns a spokesperson to each Academy to serve as a philosophical guide for a particular approach to the Platonic corpus. On these grounds, Ficino differentiates six Platonic Academies that stand, one could say, in mirrored relationship with six leading ancient theologians—Zoroaster, Mercurius Trismegistus, Orpheus, Aglaophemus, Pythagoras, and Plato—although there does not seem to be a direct correspondence between a particular ancient theologian and a particular Academy: “Of the Greek the


old academy flourished under Xenocrates, the middle under Arcesilaus, the new under Carneades; of the foreign, the Egyptian academy flourished under Ammonius, the Roman under Plotinus, and the Lycian under Proclus.”

Of Ficino’s six Academies the first four interpreted Plato’s statements in a way that acknowledges that the Athenian writes about sacred matters in poetic form, while the latter two understand his words strictly according to the letter. Ficino provides further distinguishing traits in his schema:

But the four academies older than those [of Plotinus and Proclus] differed from them while agreeing among themselves in supposing the writings of Plato entirely poetic. But they mutually disagreed in that Carneades was of the opinion that Plato, in the manner of the Skeptics, had thought of and treated all things as being doubtful, and had not come to any decision on any issue; whereas Arcesilaus [sic Archesilas] supposed that Plato held nothing for certain but only what was verisimilar or probable. Xenocrates together with Ammonius thought that Plato not only had held some things as being true and certain—and these were just a few truths concerning divine providence and the immortality of souls. So, treading in the footsteps of Xenocrates and Ammonius, we do not deny that Plato had affirmed certainties about the soul, but much that he says about the soul’s circuit, being poetic, we take to mean differently than the words appear to signify [literally]. And this is especially since he did not invent such circuits himself but described those of others: first those invented by the Egyptian priests under the figure of the purging of souls, and then those

12. Marsilio Ficino, *Platonic Theology*, ed. and trans. Michael J. B. Allen and James Hankins with William Bowen, 6 vols. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001–06), 6:6–7 (17.1.2): “Atticarum vetus sub Xenocrate floruit, media sub Archesila, sub Carneade nova; peregrinarum Aegyptia sub Ammonio, Romana sub Plotino, sub Proculo Lycia.” In his youthful *De voluptate* (1457), Ficino does not write a thorough history of Platonic traditions but nonetheless demonstrates his awareness of what one could consider the sceptical line of Platonism often associated with the new Academy. In his preface to the work, Ficino speaks of three kinds of philosophical argument: the first asserts and defends fixed propositions in a disputation (in the manner of the Stoics and Peripatetics); the second searches for meaning and argues from what is probable and verisimilar (in the manner of the Academics and Socratics); and the third holds that all is indifferent, nothing is certain, nor even probable (in the manner of the sceptics). Marsilio Ficino, *De voluptate* in Iamblichus, *De mysteriis* (Venice: 1497), facsimile reprint with introduction by Stéphane Toussaint (Enghien-les-Bain: Éditions du Miraval, 2006), fol. 10, vii verso.
intoned in poetic songs only by Orpheus, Empedocles, and Heraclitus. I leave aside the fact that Pythagoras introduced the transmigrations of souls always into those his customary conversations and symbols.\(^{13}\)

A few points are noteworthy here. First, Ficino differentiates the scepticism of the Academy when it flourished under Carneades—who thought that all things are uncertain or doubtful and suspended his judgment on all matters—from the scepticism of the Academy when it flourished under Arcesilaus, who similarly thought, Ficino writes, that nothing could be known with certainty but that one could argue for probable and verisimilar positions. Second, Ficino claims to follow the interpretive guidance of the old Academy of Xenocrates and of the Egyptian Academy of Ammonius, both of whom taught that at times Plato would assert certain doctrines or dogmas in his writings, while at other times he would speak poetically or interpret the doctrines of others, namely the teachings of ancient Zoroastrian oracles, Egyptian priests, initiates into Orphic mysteries, and Pythagoreans. At first this seems like an odd choice for Ficino. Why would the Renaissance’s arch-Neoplatonist side with Xenocrates and Ammonius over Plotinus and Proclus?

A similar question also puzzled Michael J. B. Allen in his careful examination of Ficino’s account of the six Platonic Academies.\(^{14}\) He argues that in Ficino’s mind, Platonism underwent two severe catastrophes: the first when Zeno of Citium, the founder of Stoicism and a former student at the


14. Allen (*Synoptic Art*, 74–85) also shows that Ficino often relies on Augustine’s *Contra Academicos* and Cicero’s *Academia* and the *De natura deorum*, as well as on Diogenes Laertius.
Academy, introduced materialism within its walls; the second when the *Corpus dionysiacum* went missing until its rediscovery in late antiquity. Following the first incident, Arcesilaus introduced a sceptical approach to the Academy in order to protect Platonism from further philosophical corruptions. That is, in turning Socratic ignorance into the only lesson acceptable in the Academy, Arcesilaus instrumentalized sceptical philosophy as a tool to fight materialism. Xenocrates’s Academy seems to have been the last point of contact with Platonism before it fell into scepticism and confused interpretations of Plato. Thus, Platonists became better interpreters of Plato’s philosophy only when they learned from the Platonic teachings of the *Corpus dionysiacum*.

As for Ficino’s alignment with the school of Plotinus’s and Origen’s teacher Ammonius, Ficino admires him probably because, like Eusebius and Jerome, Ficino thought that Ammonius Saccas and the Christian Ammonius of Alexandria were one and the same person: a key intermediary between Christianity and later Platonism. Yet since Ammonius wrote nothing, as Porphyry and Longinus relate, it would have been difficult for Ficino to work with anything more than his reputation and the doxographical anecdotes that are extant. Indeed, Ficino would have known that Plotinus, along with his fellow classmates Origen and Erennius, had made a vow not to reveal Ammonius’s teachings. But since the pact was apparently broken it would seem that some of his wisdom—perhaps Christian wisdom—began to seep into the philosophy of later Platonists. Ficino may have ignored a fragment of Porphyry’s *Contra christianos*, preserved by Eusebius, that claims that Ammonius was in fact an apostate of Christianity and a pagan convert, and that Origen himself began as a Greek pagan Platonist before converting to Christianity, since a few indications from Ficino’s writings seem to support the view that Ficino understood both philosophers as Christians.


At the very least, even if Ficino were to have believed that Ammonius turned away from Christianity, he might still have supposed that Ammonius brought its theological mysteries with him into the Platonic Academy, informing the philosophy of Plotinus and later Platonists. The fact that Ficino is ambiguous and says very few words to explain his praise of Ammonius is understandable. Richard Goulet has argued that much of the evidence for this period of the history of Platonism still remains confused today because it was already very confused in antiquity. On the one hand, Porphyry conflated two different people named Origen (Ammonius’s student and the Alexandrian Christian father whose writings were often condemned) into one individual, and on the other hand, Eusebius mistook Plotinus and Origen’s instructor Ammonius to be another Christian author of the same name. Ficino believes that he has some of Xenocrates’s texts (in addition to doxographical material from antiquity)—since he attributes the spurious Platonic dialogue *Axiochus* to Xenocrates—although modern scholars would reject his claims. Allen helps clarify Ficino’s comments. Xenocrates, having studied with Plato himself during his lifetime, represents one of Plato’s earliest and most faithful interpreters before Plato’s later interpreters turned to scepticism. Ammonius represents a point of contact between Christianity and later Platonism, after


it emerged from scepticism, and the moment when the true interpretation of Plato resurfaced.¹⁹

Xenocrates and Ammonius are thus Ficino’s spokespersons for different ways to interpret Plato. As I have argued elsewhere, Ficino adopts prosopopoecic hermeneutics for the Platonic corpus; that is, he identifies some places in the corpus where Plato speaks Socratically, others when Plato communicates through Pythagorean personae, and finally, when Plato speaks in his own persona (in the Laws, the Epinomis, and the Letters). These three positions correspond to aporetic and dogmatic philosophical hermeneutics, as well as a Platonic middle ground between the two.²⁰ Ficino reiterates this judgment in book 17 of the Platonic Theology, telling his readers that after studying all of the opinions of the philosophers, Plato “eventually chose the Pythagorean school before the rest as being closer to the truth (verisimiliorem) and the one he would illuminate in his own writings.”²¹ Accordingly, Plato adopted Pythagorean interlocutors in his dialogues: Timaeus of Locris, Parmenides of Elea, and Zeno, as well as opinions from other so-called Pythagoreans. Concerning Plato’s use of the dialogue form and of the character Socrates in his writings, Ficino produces three further arguments in book 17 of the Platonic Theology. First, Plato never affirmed that only the Pythagorean doctrines are explicitly true. Rather, even Pythagorean philosophy is verisimilar and subject to debate. Second, he repeats the old adage that Socrates claimed to know only that he knows nothing. In this context, he means that Socrates conveys doubt on the Pythagorean doctrines, as well as the opinions of others, and that when Socrates puts forward dogmatic statements he employs irony or attributes these opinions to others (one need think only of Diotima in the Symposium).

¹⁹. Allen (Synoptic Art, 75) has put forward the hypothesis that Xenocrates and Ammonius represent for Ficino the correct way to interpret Plato, neither excessively dogmatic nor excessively sceptic, but he ultimately questions this hypothesis since he argues that with the exception of this particular case regarding arguments about the soul, it is Plotinus whom Ficino ultimately chooses as a guide.


²¹. Ficino, Platonic Theology, 6:50–51 (17.4.4): “[...] pythagoricam denique sectam tamquam verisimiliorem prae ceteris elegisse, quam suis litteris illustraret.”
and in doing so often adopts a Pythagorean persona to launch into mythical expositions (e.g., in the closing myth of the *Gorgias*). Finally, Ficino repeats that Plato speaks in his own voice in the *Laws*, the *Epinomis*, and the *Letters*—an opinion that Ficino interprets, I have argued, with the help of a manuscript scholion to the *Laws*.

Ficino’s account of the history of Platonism, therefore, does not simply replicate the traditional Renaissance sources for the history of Platonism since he does not merely follow Cicero’s discussion of Academic scepticism, or Augustine’s claim that Platonism is fundamentally an esoteric tradition that never conveys explicit doctrines. In Ficino’s opinion, Plato does indeed express explicit dogmas, particularly about providence and the soul: “Does Plato affirm nothing then about matters divine? Without a doubt he affirms a few truths: that God cares for human affairs, and rewards and punishes the immortal soul for its works. But he maintains nothing else.” Most of Plato’s affirmations on divine matters are therefore either poetic expressions that resemble the truth (his use of myths for instance), and put into the mouth of an interlocutor (positively through a Pythagorean, negatively through a sophist), or again cast into doubt by Socrates. To take one example, in contrast to the overly literal interpretations of the *Timaeus* offered by Plotinus, Porphyry, Iamblichus, and Proclus, which suggest that Plato views the world as perpetually generated, Ficino writes that one should realize that this is not Plato’s view, as such, but the view of his interlocutor:


If it is perhaps to be so interpreted, then this will be the view of Timaeus, the Pythagorean, rather than that of Plato, since in the *Epinomis* Plato says himself that the stars are either going to be immortal or for a different purpose long-lived: that their [one] life might suffice for them without their needing a longer one.26

Yet, despite his criticism of these Neoplatonists on specific matters, Ficino thinks that Plotinus is one of the best guides for correctly interpreting Plato and that he must have learned this method from his teacher Ammonius. Indeed, in his preface to his edition of Plotinus, Ficino explicitly states that Plotinus is the first philosopher whose writings correctly interpret the theological significance of Plato’s corpus.27

Ficino’s differentiation between literal and non-literal readings of Plato in the *Platonic Theology* is therefore precisely concerned with differentiating dogmatic and non-dogmatic approaches. When Ficino states that he is following Xenocrates and Ammonius, one ought to understand that Xenocrates stands at the head of one triad of Academies that fell into extreme aporetic philosophy, and Ammonius is at the forefront of another that slipped into extreme dogmatism.28 There is a final similarity between Ammonius and Xenocrates that should also be considered. They are both said to have held that Plato and Aristotle are in concord. The most common source available in the Renaissance for associating this position with Xenocrates, as previously noted, is Cicero.29 Ammonius’s case is more difficult insofar as the evidence is found in two entries in Photius’s *Bibliotheca*, but there is not yet any clear confirmation that Ficino knew the work.30 In short, Ficino’s claim that he follows Ammonius

28. See Allen in note 19, above.
30. Despite the appealing possibility that Ficino associated Xenocrates with Ammonius because of their mutual agreement in finding concord between Plato and Aristotle, it is generally held that Photius’s work did not circulate very much in Renaissance Italy outside of Cardinal Bessarion’s circle. Although Ficino exchanged a couple of letters with the cardinal and also had a network of correspondents in Venice and
and Xenocrates does not indicate that he relies on any of their specific works to understand Plato, which would have been impossible for Ammonius; rather, it suggests that Ficino believes that Ammonius and Xenocrates held a similar middle path between dogmatism and aporetic scepticism, which is the position he ascribes to his own hermeneutics and to Plato himself. Hence, Ficino’s account of the six Platonic Academies is a history of Platonism only insofar as it is a history of philosophical hermeneutics.

Gianfrancesco Pico’s succession of the Platonic Academies compares to Ficino’s as follows:

**Ficino**
- Zoroaster
- Hermes
- Orpheus
- Aglaophemus
- Pythagoras
- Plato
- 1) Xenocrates
- 2) Arcesilaus
- 3) Carneades
- 4) Ammonius
- 5) Plotinus
- 6) Proclus

**Gianfrancesco Pico**
- 1) Xenocrates
- 2) Arcesilaus
- 3) Carneades
- 4) Philo
- 5) Antiochus
- 6) Ammonius
- 7) Plotinus
- 8) Proclus
- 9) Iamblichus

To put together his history of the Platonic Academies, Gianfrancesco takes Ficino’s six Academies and modifies the schema in two ways: he incorporates the fourth Academy of Philo and the fifth of Antiochus from Sextus Empiricus, and inserts Iamblichus’s school into the list. He also responds directly to Ficino’s hermeneutical framework in the fourth chapter of the first book of the *Examen vanitatis*, which is devoted to demonstrating, as the chapter title indicates, how Plato “was torn apart and mutilated into small and minute pieces...”

Rome, and although Ambrogio Traversari had at least one of Bessarion’s two manuscript copies of the *Bibliotheca* at one time, before it entered into the library of San Marco, Ficino never explicitly mentions Photius’s *Bibliotheca*. Without further evidence there is no solid ground to claim that Ficino knew this work. See, for instance, the entry by Mario Claudio Vicario in *Umanesimo e Padri della Chiesa*, ed. Sebastiano Gentile (Rome: Rose, 1997), 208–10.
by his followers in a most pugnacious discord.\textsuperscript{31} The chapter works directly with Sextus Empiricus (including translations and paraphrases of sections from \textit{Pyrrhoniae hypotyposes} 1.210–32), and also draws from an array of sources, including novel ones for his day such as Pseudo-Galen’s \textit{De philosophica historia}, fragments of Numenius, Atticus, and the \textit{Souda}.\textsuperscript{32}

Gianfrancesco begins by distinguishing the ancient schools of philosophy, according to a Pyrrhonist classification, into those who either assert, negate, or doubt truth claims. The first group, according to Sextus, includes dogmatists like Aristotle, Epicurus, and the Stoics; the second, Clitomachus, Carneades, and other Academics who think that truth cannot be grasped; and the third, the Sceptics, whom he characterizes shortly thereafter as zetetic, ephetic, and aporetic.\textsuperscript{33} Gianfrancesco compares Sextus’s classification to Pseudo-Galen’s \textit{De philosophica historia}, where there are not three but four primary sects: dogmatists, sceptics, quarrelsome argumentative philosophers, and a mixed form.\textsuperscript{34} Since Galen includes the Academic Clitomachus among the group of contentious philosophers, Gianfrancesco clarifies that what Galen names “argumentation,” Sextus calls the negating comprehension of the new Academy. Thus, even his own exposition of Galen’s and Sextus’s classifications of philosophy lures Gianfrancesco into the history of Platonism, in part to differentiate Academic Platonism from scepticism (as Sextus also does in \textit{Pyrrhoniae hypotyposes} 1.33), and in part to dislodge Plato’s seemingly unassailable central place in ancient philosophy.

Following a brief consideration of the debate on whether Democritus—who, according to some, inspired Pyrrho—should be considered a dogmatist, as Sextus believes, an aporetic thinker or a mixture of both, as Galen claims, Gianfrancesco Pico turns his attention to the main source of confusion: Plato. He paraphrases Sextus as follows:


32. Cao has prepared a meticulous table of comparison between the texts of the \textit{Examen vanitatis} and Sextus Empiricus (“Scepticism and Orthodoxy,” 303–66).


Besides these, some restore Plato among the dogmatists, others think that he was a doubter, in fact others reason that he ought to be placed in part with one group, in part also with the other group; just as Permedotus [sic] and Aenesidemus. They give the following reason about his meaning, that in the gymnastic dialogues, where especially Socrates is introduced either mocking (ludens, playing) or wrestling against the sophists, it seems that Plato puts forth a kind of dialogue that is ambiguous, but where he asserts anything ponderous or serious (serio), either in the persona of Socrates or Timaeus, thinking about ideas, providence, or that one ought to love virtues and avoid vices, then Plato advances dogmas.35

Gianfrancesco’s investigation into the prosopopoeic hermeneutics of the Platonic corpus conveys that some interpreters consider Plato dogmatic in passages when he speaks through certain characters but aporetic in others when he adopts alternative personae. This passage closely follows the pages of Sextus (Pyrrhoniae hypotyposes 1.33.221), but Gianfrancesco also makes it clear, shortly thereafter, that he has Ficino in his sights.36

Turning Ficino’s approach upside down and working at cross-purposes, Gianfrancesco holds that the dominant mode for understanding the history of Platonism is according to prosopopoeic interpretations of Plato. Although Plato writes gymnastic dialogues, Gianfrancesco relates, Sextus will not count him among the sceptics. Even the Platonists dissent among themselves on how to interpret Plato, some understanding Plato sceptically, others dogmatically. If Ficino found disagreement among Platonists regarding Plato’s teaching about the soul in book 17 of his Platonic Theology, Gianfrancesco reminds his readers that they cannot agree on even the most fundamental doctrines in all fields:


36. See the works cited in note 10. Although possible, it is not at all apparent that Ficino had Pyrrhoniae hypotyposes 1.33.221 in mind when writing about Plato’s use of interlocutors.
metaphysics, psychology, epistemology, morality, and ethics. In other words, they argue over what Plato said about God, the soul, the criteria for truth, pleasure, the good, the bad, the greatest good, the worst evil, indifferents, etc. Gianfrancesco’s argument can be distilled as follows: if the Platonists cannot agree among themselves on how to interpret Plato correctly, then one should not trust them. His criterion is unrealistic. He proposes a kind of universal agreement (not found in his own Christian tradition) as a standard for the validity of Platonism.

Gianfrancesco was not the first to set up universal agreement as the criterion for the validity of a tradition. Ancient precedent can be found in the exploration of internal disagreement among Platonic Academies: for example, Numenius’s Περὶ τῆς τῶν Ἀκαδημαϊῶν πρὸς Πλάτωνα διαστάσεως (On the disagreement of the Academy from Plato) and Atticus’s Πρὸς τοὺς διὰ τῶν Ἀριστοτέλους τὰ Πλάτωνος ύπισχνωμένους (On who interprets Platonic doctrines through Aristotelian ones).

Like Gianfrancesco Pico, the second-century middle Platonist (or Pythagorean Platonist) Numenius, whose work on the Platonists’ betrayal of Plato survives in fragments preserved in Eusebius’s Praeparatio evangelica, uses disagreement (διάστασις, στάσις, or διαφωνία) to analyze the history of Platonism. However, unlike Gianfrancesco, Numenius’s main goal is to defend Plato from his critics, and more specifically to defend a Pythagorizing Plato. Numenius writes that already under Xenocrates, even before the introduction of the sceptical dogma of suspension of judgment, the Academy began to alienate itself from Plato. He continues:

And I do not wish to speak ill about Xenocrates, but rather in defense of Plato. For what gnaws at me is that they neither endured nor did all they could to save Plato regarding the complete agreement of opinion in all matters. And yet Plato deserved this, being no better—nor however being no equally lesser—than the great Pythagoras, who became so revered because his disciples followed and venerated him.

Numenius’s Pythagorean approach seeks to establish a union between Pythagoras and Plato while breaking the bonds between the Athenian and his later Academic interpreters. Gianfrancesco’s approach is different if only because he had already critiqued Pythagoras and Pythagoreans in the first two chapters of the *Examen vanitatis* before turning to the Platonists. In the fourth chapter, however, he further makes use of Numenius’s work to sow the seeds of discord.

He is particularly interested in Numenius’s critique of Arcesilaus, the infamous head of what is often called the second or middle Academy because it is said that he introduced scepticism into its halls. No writings by Arcesilaus survive, and his role in the Academy has always been somewhat of a problem for the history of philosophy. Gianfrancesco Pico compares his sources about him. According to Numenius, Arcesilaus is a shape-changing empusa (a bugbear like the lamia, mormo, and strix) or a polyccephalic Hydra who tricks and enchants everyone with his sophistries, and who betrayed Plato by studying under the dialectician Diodorus and the sceptical Pyrrho. According to Sextus, however, Arcesilaus holds positions in common with the Pyrrhonists, namely that he suspends his judgment about all things, refuses the probable and the verisimilar, and seeks tranquility as the end of philosophy. Nevertheless, Sextus also does not wish to include him in his sect. While he might appear to be a Pyrrhonist he is in truth a dogmatist because he takes these Pyrrhonist arguments and turns them into dogmatic criteria for truth (or the lack thereof). In fact, both Sextus and Numenius (along with Diogenes Laertius and Gianfrancesco) quote the same verses attributed to Ariston of Chios that mock him as a type of chimera with a monstrous body composed of a Platonist head, the torso of a Diodorus, and a Pyrrhonist tail. Turning to other sources (Cicero, Lactantius, and Augustine) does not solve Gianfrancesco’s problem. They merely reinforce his conclusion that it is not only the later Platonists who disagree in their interpretation of Plato; the sources for the history of Platonism disagree as well.
Gianfrancesco Pico thereafter directs his attention to Renaissance Platonists. He briefly debates Nicholas of Cusa’s (1401–64) Platonism before speaking about his uncle and Ficino:

On account of this one can discern how uncertain are Plato’s teachings, which have also been lacerated by his followers into parts, smaller bits, and minutiae. But how much this pertains to Plato’s affirmation or ambiguity is not wanting in the Platonists who in our age advance another interpretation about him, that he teaches everywhere. However, in the midst of this doctrine Marsilio Ficino introduces the discord that what Plato wrote in his own voice in the Epistles, in the Laws, and the Epinomis or on the philosopher, he wishes for it to be held as most certain, but what in other books is disputed in the mouths of Timaeus, Socrates, Parmenides, and Zeno, he wishes it to be held as verisimilar. But there is such variety in Plato as also in the dialogues themselves, which are composed about topics on which there is still dispute. Marsilio and others wrote that the Parmenides is about the One, the principle of things, and about the Ideas. My uncle Giovanni Pico, in his book De uno et ente, thought that the dialogue itself should not be classified at all among the dogmatic ones, as it is more truly disposed as logical exercises. And if someone assesses the dogmas of the Platonist Marinus who was a student of Proclus, he would easily understand that he began this quarrel before my uncle, and Atticus the Platonist will support him for the reason that in the work that he wrote Against Those Who Profess to Follow Plato After Aristotle Do Not Follow Him At All affirms that Zeno, Parmenides, and those who were learned in the Eleatic discipline, only studied logical disciplines. Who, therefore, would doubt that this is treated by Plato in his dialogue about the opinion and teachings of Parmenides?

Gianfrancesco Pico’s account of Ficino’s hermeneutics is copied directly from Ficino’s own description in his *De vita Platonis*, which is identical to the framework that Ficino employs in book 17 of the *Platonic Theology*:

**Gianfrancesco Pico, *Examen vanitatis***: Verum inter hanc doctrinam id attulit dissidii Marsilius Ficinus quod quae in Epistolis, vel in libris de Legibus, vel in Epinomi sive philosopho disserit, Plato suo ipse ore, ea haberi debere certissima vult, quae vero in libris caeteris Timaei, Socratis, Parmenidis, Zenonis, ore disputat, verisimilia.\(^{42}\)

**Ficino, *De vita platonis***: Quae in Epistolis vel in libris de Legibus et Epinomide Plato ipse suo dixit ore certissima vult haberi, quae vero in caeteris libris Socratis, Timaei, Parmenidis, Zenonis ore disputat, verisimilia.\(^{43}\)

It is thus beyond doubt that Gianfrancesco had Ficino’s works on his desk when he wrote this chapter of the *Examen vanitatis*. He recognizes the novelty of Ficino’s hermeneutics but remains dissatisfied. What for Ficino are the prosopopoeic aspects of Plato’s dialogic form are for Gianfrancesco Pico nothing more than Plato’s confused and self-contradictory style.
Gianfrancesco was aided in the formulation of his arguments by Numenius’s *On the Disagreement of the Academy from Plato*:

Plato Pythagorized (he knew that Socrates said these very things [i.e., on the existence of three Gods] from no other place than from Pythagoras and that he spoke knowingly), and would thus join matters together, neither in a normal nor evident manner. Going through each as he thought appropriate, concealing them between what is and is not clear, he wrote free from danger, but he himself caused the discord and diversity of interpretations about his dogmas, due neither to envy nor to ill-will, but I do not wish to say anything unbecoming about elders. But knowing this it is necessary to turn our attention back to that other topic, just as we proposed at the beginning to separate Plato from Aristotle and Zeno, so now we separate him from the Academy and thus, god willing, we will let him be now what he truly is according to himself, a Pythagorean.

At present, having been torn apart with more fury than any Pentheus, he suffers in his limbs, but as a whole he is in no way transformed nor reformed from his whole self. Thus, as a man keeping the middle path between Pythagoras and Socrates, lowering the former’s holiness to make it friendlier to mankind, but raising the latter’s cleverness and playfulness out of irony into honours and dignity, and mixing Pythagoras with Socrates he became more common than the one and holier than the other.\(^\text{44}\)

---

44. Numénius, 64–65 (fr. 24): “Ὁ δὲ Πλάτων πυθαγορίσας (ηδεὶ δὲ τὸν Σωκράτην μηδαιμόθεν ἢ ἐκείθεν δὴ τὰ αὐτὰ ταῦτα εἰπεῖν καὶ γνόντα εἰρηκέναι), ἀδεὶ οὖν καὶ αὐτὸς συνεδήσατο τὰ πράγματα, οὔτ᾽ εἰσωθότας οὔτε δὴ εἰς τὸ φανερόν· διαγαγὼν δ᾽ ἐκαστὰ δὴ ἐνόμιξεν, ἐπεκρυψάμενος ἐν μέσῳ τοῦ δῆλα εἰναι καὶ μὴ δῆλα, ἀσφαλῶς μὲν ἐγράφατο, αὐτὸς δ᾽ ἀιτίαν παρέσχε τῆς τῆς μετ᾽ αὐτὸν στάσεως τε ἅμα καὶ διολκῆς τῆς τῶν δογμάτων, οὐ φθόνῳ μὲν οὐδὲ γνώσεις· ἀλλ᾽ οὐ βουλομαι ἐπ᾽ ἀνδρᾶς πρεσβυτέρους εἰπεῖν ῥήματα οὐκ ἐναίσιμα. Τούτῳ δὲ χρὴ μεθοντας ἡμᾶς ἐπανενεργεῖν ἐκεῖσε μᾶλλον τὴν γνώμην, καὶ ὡσπερ ἐξ ἀρχῆς προὐθέμεθα χωρίζειν αὐτὸν Ἀριστοτέλεος καὶ Ζήνωνος, οὕτω καὶ νῦν τῆς Ἀκαδημίας, ἐὰν ὁ θεὸς ἀντιλάβηται, χωρίζοντας ἐόσομεν αὐτὸν ἐτέρων τὸν τὸν Πυθαγόρειον· ὥσπερ τὴν τὴν Πενθεί την προσήκει διελκόμενος πάσχει μὲν κατὰ μέλη, δόλος δ᾽ ἐξ ὅλου ἐαυτῷ μετατίθεται τε καὶ ἀντιμετατίθεται οὐδέμις. Ὄπως οὖν ἀνὴρ μεσεύων Πυθαγόραν καὶ Σωκράτα καὶ δέ τὸ σεμνὸν ἀναγεννῆσθαι τοῦ πιλαγραύσων, τοῦ δέ τὸ κομψόν τοῦτο καὶ παγνιῶμον ἀναγαγών ἀπὸ τῆς εἰρωνείας εἰς ἀξίωμα καὶ ἄγκον καὶ αὐτὸ τοῦτο κεράσας Σωκράτει Πυθαγόραν, τοῦ μὲν δημοτικότερος, τοῦ δὲ σεμνότερος ὄψης.”
There are some family resemblances between the hermeneutics of Numenius, Ficino, and Gianfrancesco. Indeed, Ficino often quotes Numenius positively. Yet Numenius aims at a different goal than Ficino.\(^{45}\) Numenius wishes to tear out the “Socratic” contamination from Plato’s true Pythagoreanism. Ficino also claims that Plato forges a “middle path” between his two predecessors and that even Socrates Pythagorizes in propounding myths in Plato’s dialogues, but Ficino is nonetheless not of the same mind as Numenius. Ficino values both the Socratic and Pythagorean personae adopted by Plato, and wishes to remove neither the *serio* nor the *ludus*, neither the dogma nor the aporia from his interpretation of the Platonic corpus. For his part, Gianfrancesco knows quite well the passage quoted just above; he employs it elsewhere in the *Examen vanitatis*. Numenius gives him ammunition for his attack on Ficino: Plato is to blame for the confusion of the Platonists, specifically because of his employment of prosopopoeia, i.e., his adoption of different dialogic personae.\(^{46}\) How could the later Platonists not disagree over the interpretation of the Platonic corpus, Numenius and Gianfrancesco contend, when Plato is in disagreement with himself in his own works?

Gianfrancesco maintains that Ficino and Giovanni Pico’s disagreements with each other are in fact a continuation of these ancient battles over Plato.\(^{47}\)

---


In the *Examen vanitatis*, Gianfrancesco refers to a particular dispute between Giovanni Pico and Marsilio over the interpretation of Plato’s *Parmenides*. Traces of this dispute are still visible in the pages of Giovanni’s *De ente et uno* (1491) and Ficino’s commentary to the *Parmenides* (printed in its final form in 1496). I will pass over the intricacies of the debate and limit myself to the essential features important for understanding Gianfrancesco Pico’s arguments on the discordant history of Platonism in the *Examen vanitatis*. Giovanni envisioned the *De ente et uno* as part of a larger project establishing a concord between Plato and Aristotle. In questioning the interpretation of the *Parmenides* that claims that Plato is arguing for the metaphysical (or henological) priority of the One over being, Giovanni struck at the powerful and immensely influential interpretation of the *Parmenides* put forward by late ancient Neoplatonists. As the final dialogue in the curriculum established by Iamblichus, the *Parmenides* is the pinnacle of the Neoplatonic arrangement of the Platonic corpus. In such a view, Platonic dialectics in the *Parmenides* do not train the mind in logical exercises, as some like Alcinous argued, but aim at helping it ascend towards the One.

Although Giovanni Pico does not explicitly name Ficino as his target in the *De ente et uno*, the preface to the work reveals that Neoplatonic henology was a subject of dispute in Medician Florence. Giovanni recounts that he and Angelo Poliziano (1454–94) debated Lorenzo de’ Medici (1449–92) regarding the Platonists’ disagreement with Aristotle. He claims that the central point of contention was the Neoplatonic priority of the One over being, and it does not take much hindsight to realize that Ficino is in the background of the dispute, since Ficino holds that although the *Parmenides* has a logical form, its subject is theological or henological. Giovanni Pico disagrees, classifying the dialogue as a dialectical exercise (*exercitatio dialectica*). Hence, the dialogue for Giovanni is aporetic, asserting nothing whatsoever. Ficino, who is better versed in the specificities of Neoplatonic interpretative traditions than any of his contemporaries, argues against this position. In chapter 38 of his *Parmenides* commentary, Ficino approximately follows Proclus’s approach, understanding

Plato’s interlocutors allegorically according to the *decorum* assigned to each interlocutor, which agrees perfectly with Ficino’s prosopopoetic hermeneutics for interpreting the Platonic corpus:

Lastly, one should not neglect the following corollary: just as Plato always gives Parmenides, who discusses (*disputantem*) here the One, precedence over Melissus, who discusses (*disputanti*) being in the *Sophist*, in the same way he is very likely to give the One priority over being, since we would expect Plato to follow in the *Parmenides* the decorum he generally establishes in his dialogues between topics and interlocutors (*personis*). Persuaded by the words of Plato mentioned above, his disciples assigned the One-and-Good priority over essence and intelligence; according to Proclus, all of these are highly venerable Platonists: Plutarch, Ammonius, Plotinus, Amelius, Porphyry, Iamblichus, Theodorus, and all their followers. I myself think that Plato did adopt this doctrine, since there is no controversy between the old and the new school over the issue. The new school originates with Syrianus and Proclus, eminent men indeed who were entirely in agreement; among their successors are the great philosophers Hermias, Damascius and Olympiodorus.  

In these pages, one reads a different division in the history of the Platonic Academies than in book 17 of the *Platonic Theology*, since Ficino here writes of an old academy and a new one beginning with Syrianus. Ficino follows them regarding the priority of the One over being since he finds no disagreement  


among any of the Platonic schools on this particular point, unlike the question of the soul that he discusses in book 17 of the *Platonic Theology*.

However, Ficino does not mention one documented voice of dissent from the Platonic consensus: Proclus’s student Marinus. The *Souda* contains an entry explaining that Marinus wrote a commentary arguing that the *Parmenides* is not a theological work but a dialectical dialogue about the Ideas. However, after sharing his interpretation with Isidore he received countless demonstrations that the divine interpretation of the work is more truthful. Ficino utilizes the same notice from the *Souda* to recast Giovanni Pico and Ficino in the respective roles of Marinus and Proclus. Perhaps Ficino remains silent in his *Parmenides* commentary about Marinus to maintain the consensus of the Platonists, but it is also possible that he ignores the source since elsewhere he does not hesitate to point out disagreements among Platonists. However, Ficino’s only explicit mention of Giovanni’s interpretation of the dialogue, in chapter 49 of the *Parmenides* commentary, may hint that he knows about Marinus’s dissent over the *divine* dialogue:

I wish that admirable young man had considered with attention the arguments and discussions (*disputationes discursionesque*) above, before attacking his master with such audacity and claiming without fear, in opposition to the doctrine of all Platonists, that the divine *Parmenides* is simply logical and that Plato, like Aristotle, has identified the One and the Good with being!53

52. Toussaint also compares Ficino to Proclus and Giovanni Pico to Marinus (Toussaint, *L’Esprit du Quattrocento*, 103–04).
As in the example of Parmenides and Melissus discussed above, Ficino once more appeals to decorum to make his point. Just as Melissus is subordinate to his teacher Parmenides (interpreted as the subordination of being to the One), so Proclus has pre-eminence over his disciple Marinus, and so, the analogy holds, Giovanni Pico should have listened to his instructor Ficino before critiquing him.

In casting Ficino as the dogmatic Proclus and Giovanni as the aporetic Marinus, Gianfrancesco somewhat misses the mark—since characterizing Ficino’s interpretation of the Parmenides as Proclean sensu stricto is not completely accurate insofar as Ficino follows Proclus and the other disciples of the Syrianic school only so far. He agrees with them concerning the priority of the One over being but he disagrees with their literal understanding of divine predication in the Parmenides, e.g., their interpretation that the predicates negated of the One are asserted of the second hypostasis the Intellect. With clear echoes of his hermeneutical statements regarding Plato’s personifications in his epitome to the Laws and in book 17 of the Platonic Theology, Ficino prefers to follow what he calls in his Parmenides commentary a “middle path” between their dogmatic interpretation and Giovanni Pico’s aporetic interpretation.

In addition to Numenius, Gianfrancesco draws on the fragmentary work of another middle Platonist, Atticus, to argue for the discordant history of Platonism. Based on Eusebius, one can say that Atticus flourished at the Athenian Platonic Academy ca. 176–80 CE, and may even have succeeded Taurus as its leader. And it is in Eusebius that Gianfrancesco finds the fragments of Atticus that are useful for his critique of the Platonists, since the Praeparatio evangelica preserves large quotations from Atticus’s polemical treatise against those who

---

54. See, for example, Allen in note 50. On Ficino’s use and critique of Proclus, see Robichaud, “Fragments of Marsilio Ficino’s Translation and Use of Proclus,” and “Marsilio Ficino on the Triad Being-Life-Intellect and the Demiurge.”


interpreted Platonic doctrines through Aristotelian philosophy. The work is of a similar combative sort as Numenius’s *On the Disagreement of the Academy from Plato*, except that whereas Numenius defends Plato by attacking his Academic interpreters, Atticus does so by critiquing his Peripatetic interpreters and those who seek to establish a harmony between Plato and Aristotle. If the current scholarship is correct, Numenius was probably a contemporary of Atticus’s predecessor Taurus (who also wrote Περὶ τῆς τῶν δογμάτων διαφορᾶς Πλάτωνος καὶ Ἀριστοτέλους), meaning that he would have flourished ca. 150 CE. Édouard des Places has hypothesized, moreover, that Atticus was probably influenced by Numenius, since we find both authors using two of the same rhetorical devices in their invectives: the evasive cuttlefish and maenads tearing Pentheus to pieces in their Dionysiac thiasos. In his study of the first image, Schmitt correctly names Atticus as the earliest source for the specific characterization of Aristotle as a cuttlefish evading his interpreters, but it turns out that the image is also found in Atticus’s older contemporary Numenius’s description of Arcesilas. Numenius also shifts the referent for the image of Pentheus’s dismemberment since he applies it to Plato, while Atticus attaches it to all of philosophy before Plato.57 Gianfrancesco’s title to chapter 4 of book 1 of the *Examen vanitatis* is clearly inspired from these scenes of savage butchery in the history of Platonism.

Ficino knows the fragments of Atticus’s writings in George of Trebizond’s translation of the *Praeparatio evangelica* and in Proclus’s *In Timaeum*; they would have helped him conceive of the different interpretations of Plato. Ficino does not cite Atticus very often, but he invokes him (along with Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius, and Aristobolus) in the *De Christiana religione* as a witness to the fact that some pagans usurped some of the mysteries and dogmas from Judaism.58 However, in the very passage discussed above from book 17 of the *Platonic Theology*, as well as in his commentaries on the *Timaeus* and on Plotinus’s *Enneads*, Ficino is interested in the fragments that he read about

57. See des Places’s comments in Atticus, 19–20. As Schmitt already remarked, George does not translate the image of the cuttlefish found in the fragments of Atticus from Eusebius. He also leaves it out of his translation of the Numenius passage. As to Pentheus, he translates the passage about Plato’s dismemberment from the fragments of Numenius but leaves out the figure of Pentheus, in Eusebius, trans. George of Trebizond, 14.4. He does, however, include Pentheus in his translation of the fragments of Atticus, in Eusebius, trans. George of Trebizond, 11.i.

Atticus, Plutarch, and Severus regarding their interpretation of the Demiurge, Ideas, and the creation of the world and matter in Plato’s corpus. Of particular concern to him is that Atticus argues for the generation of the world, unlike the later followers of Syrianus who claim that the world is perpetual. Ficino is probably thinking of Atticus’s Platonism in light of a biblical account of creation. The parallel, however, is not identical since the key passage from Proclus’s *In Timaeum* makes it clear that Atticus’s (and Plutarch’s) arguments for a created world also presuppose the existence of time, disordered matter, and an irrational soul before creation, all of which do not square easily with Christian conceptions of creation. Ficino is aware of these difficulties and begins to study them in detail in his commentary to Plotinus. Annotations in Ficino’s hand on a manuscript of Proclus’s *In Timaeum* further confirm this.

Clearly, then, Gianfrancesco Pico draws inspiration from the polemical works of Atticus and Numenius in a different manner than Ficino. He employs the two middle Platonists in an eristic manner against Platonism, insofar as they are only important as witnesses to the discord among the interpreters of Plato. On the one hand, Atticus helps Gianfrancesco argue against Ficino’s revival of the Neoplatonic interpretation of the *Parmenides* by providing him with the claim that Zeno, Parmenides, and the other Eleatics studied logic and not henology and theology. On the other hand, Gianfrancesco’s appeal to Atticus (who refuses to harmonize Plato and Aristotle) also undercuts his uncle’s position since the *De ente et uno* was conceived as part of a larger project aiming to harmonize the two philosophers.

Despite the central place of Plato in ancient philosophy, Gianfrancesco’s anatomy of Platonism is subservient to the larger aims of the *Examen vanitatis* as a whole, including most notably its critique of Aristotelianism and his defence of Christianity. But Platonism, like Aristotelianism, was still alive when

61. The references to Atticus and Plutarch are on MS. Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 24, fols. 141v and 142v, but all the notes in fols. 139v–150v are relevant to Ficino’s analysis of the question.
62. One can begin cautiously to consider how the two Platonists fit into an even longer tradition since we know that Porphyry wrote a work entitled *Περὶ διαστάσεως Πλάτωνος καὶ Ἀριστοτέλους* (along with another work on the harmony of the two philosophers entitled, *Περὶ τοῦ μίαν εἶναι τὴν Πλάτωνος καὶ Ἀριστοτέλους αἵρεσιν*) and that in the fifteenth century Plethon fired the first shot across the bows that initiated the Plato-Aristotle controversy with his *Περὶ ὧν Ἀριστοτέλης πρὸς Πλάτωνα διαφέρεται.*
Gianfrancesco tried to vivisect it. In fact, Gianfrancesco feared that Ficino’s and perhaps to a lesser extent his uncle’s projects breathed a new life into Plato and his ancient heretical tradition. By trying to rip out the roots of Platonism, Gianfrancesco also critiques Ficino’s broader revival of studying ancient wisdom, which Gianfrancesco characterizes as an ancient seedbed of paganism in which Platonic heresies sprouted up like weeds.

Like Numenius’s characterization of Arcesilaus as an empusa, Gianfrancesco’s understanding of the Platonic corpus distorts Ficinos’s hermeneutics into a discordant beast, composed of multiple Pythagorean heads, Plato’s broad shoulders, and Socrates’s lustful lower parts. Despite noting strong disagreements among different Platonic schools, Ficino argues for a continuity between the successors of the *prisca theologia* and the various Platonic Academies, whereas Gianfrancesco argues that if a continuity exists it is nothing more than the fragmentary persistence of discordant heresies and paganism (*a prisca haeresis*), crawling in the shadow of the only true continuity from the ancient world: Apostolic succession. In other words, while Ficino finds room for dialogic *disputatio* among Plato’s interlocutors and interpreters, Gianfrancesco finds nothing but discordant bacchants ripping Plato to pieces, leaving room only for the Christian faith. By attacking Platonism, Gianfrancesco’s apologetics are not just directed at Ficino. They also seek to purge ancient Christianity of so-called pagan influences. This anti-Platonic manoeuvre would also be repeated by Protestant Reformers soon after the first publication of the *Examen vanitatis* (1520), during a time of sectarian violence that made the disagreements of ancient philosophers pale in comparison. Comparison was the foundation of Gianfrancesco’s method. Christianity, however, never developed an immunity to the kind of genealogical source criticism and historiographical analysis that he helped develop to critique ancient philosophy. In the end, because of his use of comparative methods, in

trying to protect sacred history, Gianfrancesco Pico helped develop the tools that would eventually critique it.  